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To Whom It May Concern
I wish to make my submission “confidential” . My reason is due to privacy laws, I do not wish to
have my name on your website. For the sake of the poor innocent sentient beings who do not
have a voice, I wish for my submission to be considered please.
I have read that some farmers are terrified of animal rescuers/whistleblowers harming them
personnally by going into their homes and harming farmers? I’m very interested in knowing the
statistics of this? I’m also interested in knowing the statistics of animal rescuers/whistleblowers
ruining biosecurity?
Animal Rescuers/Whistleblowers are compassionate people looking out for the welfare of ALL
animals. They are not out to harm farmers. There are already laws in place regarding
trespassing, etc, however the focus needs to be more on laws for making farmers that use these
beautiful sentient beings for profit, being made accountable for any cruel and torturous harm
done to them as shown on many footages on dairy farms, etc.
With farmers being terrified about animal rescuers/whistleblowers harming them, how do you
think the poor innocent sentient beings that are being tortured and cruelly treated daily are
feeling? They are the ones feeling pain when they are being raped, spat at, beaten, thrown
around by their tails & legs, living in such cruel conditions ie.cages that are very small, executing
them so cruelly and painfully.
Most people of Australia, are all crying out to the government to end such cruelty, including Live
Export as it was proven from whistleblowers that animals are being cruelly tortured and still the
government bodies have not done much about it at all.
I am very concerned for the welfare of ALL of our animals in Australia, there appears to be one
law for some animals for protection, however not for all.
Without the animal rescuers/ whistle blowers we would not know what is going on behind
closed doors. Currently what you have in place, is clearly not working. The animal
rescuers/whistleblowers are doing the job for organisations that say they are there for the
animals – “free of charge”.
Sadly, I feel currently the government has let most of these beautiful sentient beings of Australia
down by not providing real protection/laws for them. They may not have a voice, but they are all
beautiful sentient beings who do feel pain and suffering and are being abused and tortured
continuously including the ones being murdered.
I would like to see all farming – kill floors/slaughterhouses that involves animals of Australia
having their dairy farms/slaughter houses/kill homes under constant surveillance by CCTV
cameras – 24 hour surveillance and constant checks being made. If farmers are saying they care
for their animals, they shouldn’t have a problem with this happening? I would like to see farmers
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and or workers that abuse and torture animals be made more accountable and jail time for them
to be considered.
I really hope you can look at “Dominion Documentary” and or other dairy/slaughterhouse/kill
floor footage to truly get a true understanding on the standards and suffering these poor
sentient beings are enduring.
I really hope stricter guidelines are put in place to protect the wellbeing of ALL sentient beings,
not just some. I support farming that doesn’t involve animal cruelty and sadly it is happening and
without these wonderful animal rescuers/whistleblowers we would not know.
Please look at not putting blame onto whistleblowers & animal rescuers who are trying to save
these sentient beings from suffering and really look into the true actions of what is happening on
the dairy/kill floors/slaughterhouses for the beautiful sentient beings who do not have a voice.
Let us all unite in protecting them. Overall I would like to see it all go away, as it hinders climate
change and the focus be more based on plant based farming as it is far more economical.
Kind regards

